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SINN PowerTrain
A new boost for the small wind industry

High-tech for the small wind industry: originating from 
the ocean energy industry it is IP 68 rated, compact, 
lightweight, fully integrable with existing solar infra- 
structure and enables parallel connection.
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The SINN PowerTrain 3.4 is a versatile high-tech linear generator featuring customizable gear ra-
tios, a permanent magnet-synchronous electrical machine, a mechanical brake, AC/DC converter 
and integrated power electronics. The machine is safely stored in an IP 68-sealed aluminium cast, 
which makes additional weather-resistant protection redundant. 

With a rated power of 3 kW the PowerTrain 3.4 is applicable universally in both, horizontal and ver-
tical turbines. It is also suitable for small hydropower plants. It can additionally act as a starter or 
controller in diesel generators.

SINN PowerTrain 3.4

Type Value
Rated Power 3 kW
Gearbox ratio 1:1, 1:8, ..., 1:64 
Operating voltage 350 V - 450 V
Maximum output speed (behind gearbox) 5000 rpm

Maximum torque (behind gearbox) 6.5 Nm 
IP rating IP 68
Weight 24.2 kg 
External dimensions (L x W x H) 567 x 212 x 212 mm

The SINN PowerTrain 3.4 in detail 

Small and precise: The PowerTrain 3.4 weighs approximately 25 kg and benefits from small exter-
nal dimensions. This means only minor changes are necessary when implementing the product in  
existing turbine layouts. Its favorable size allows further space savings in new constructions. 

Technical specifications 
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Small wind energy and solar energy - a promising combination. 

SINN PowerTrain 3.4

Solar energy benefited from favorable feed-in tariffs for many years. This has increased sales of 
solar modules and led to cheaper solar energy production due to economies of scale. 

In Germany, a significant feed-in tariff for the electricity produced by small wind turbines does not 
exist until today. As a result, small-scale wind energy is still more uneconomical than solar power 
and therefore is hardly considered in smaller-rated projects. Nevertheless, small wind turbines are 
an important pillar for hybrid systems and are a great complement to solar power due to variations 
in feed-in times.

Over the course of the year, the solar energy missing in the winter months, can be substituted with 
wind energy (Fig. 1). Additionally, taking into consideration an average course of the day, wind and 
sun complement each other well due to their different feed-in times (Fig. 2).
   
These climatic conditions exist in many locations and favor a combination of several renewable 
energy solutions for a stable, self-sufficient green base load supply. Depending on the location, a 
diversification of available energy sources can reduce the size of batteries and PV modules. This 
saves both valuable resources and costs accordingly.

Figure 1: Average hourly irradiance as well as wind speed over 
a year (Source: http://re.jrc.ec.europe.eu/pvgis.html)

Figure 2: Average hourly irradiance as well as wind speed  
(Source: http://re.jrc.ec.europe.eu/pvgis.html) 
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SINN PowerTrain 3.4

Technical incompatibility increases complexity of hybrid systems 

Especially private customers are often sensitive to high-investment costs. These high costs occur in 
hybrid systems as a result of pricey components that are not always necessary.

For example, a  commercial wind inverter is a major cost driver and compared to a solar inverter is 
usually placed in a higher price segment. Adding the SINN PowerTrain as a main component allows 
wind energy to be added to the energy mix without any technical hurdles.

This can be achieved by the integrated power electronics that rectify the current and allow to supply 
the intermediate circuit of common solar modules at 350 V. Thus, the existing infrastructure allows 
easy implementation of a small wind turbine to an existing system.  

Figure 3: Sample layout of a hybrid plant based on the PowerTrain
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SINN PowerTrain 3.4

One possible approach to save costs when designing wind turbine clusters is to reduce the amount 
of redundant components. Electrical parts can be used by multiple wind turbines, if the generator 
flows are merged during an earlier process in which the advanced PowerTrain 3.4 rectifies the 
three-phase current directly behind the generator.

Exploiting the synergies of wind parks and reducing the burden on end users

Manufacturer‘s costs need to decrease, in order to increase small wind turbine sales volumes. One 
approach is to develop innovative concepts for small wind parks that entail less bureaucracy. The 
installation of small wind turbines beneath a building height of 10 metres does not require buidling 
permits in most German counties. 

Therefore, several systems can be interconnected to receive the desired power output. This concept 
has a clear advantage as foundations can be designed in small-scale due to lower forces that are 
acting on the mast. This type of layout furthermore favors the use of industrial buildings for rooftop 
installations, as better distributed forces on the floor surface reduce the static design requirements 
for any chosen buidling. 

Figure 4: Sample layout of a small wind turbine system in parallel connection based on the PowerTrain
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SINN PowerTrain 3.4

Figure 5: A comparison of different concepts of small wind turbines in parallel connection. 

Cost benefit of a small wind park based on the SINN PowerTrain 

The following example shows a comparison of two different layouts for small wind turbines in pa-
rallel connection. Within the framework of our own market research and detailed discussions with 
several small wind turbine manufacturers, we identified the savings potential as a result of the use 
of the PowerTrain 3.4 reaching from 6 % for a single installation and up to 13 % for multiple inter-
connected turbines.
 
These cost savings result from the integrative structure of the PowerTrain:
Electrical machine, customer-specific transmission (1:1 – 1:64), mechanical brake, integrated 
power electronics with regulation and rectifier, and IP68 protection combine many of the individual 
components in one device.

This eliminates the need for costly development to achieve compatibility between individual elect-
rical components. In addition, our product enables the simultaneous connection of several output 
units to one inverter, which is another great cost-cutter.
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CONTACT

Any further questions?  
Contact our team and we will be happy to advise you on your individual application case.
We look forward to hearing from you! 

SINN Power GmbH 
Germeringer Str. 9 
82131 Gauting
Germany

Web: www.sinnpower.com 
Mail: contact@sinnpower.com 
Tel.: +49 (0)89 925 661 92

Request your personal offer now!  
We provide further product information on request. 

Johannes Stuck 
Head of Sales 
johannes.stuck@sinnpower.com 
+49 (0)89 925 661 92 


